Regard the fact that the public can often hear the statement that young lawyers have shown weakness in symbiosis of acquired theory and practice after completed academic studies, and that the basic objection to the educational process is reflected in the fact that students learn much theory and little practice, therefore they do not have opportunity to experience the so called Legal life. Also its important to specify that the Republic of Serbia, like other countries in the region, took obligation to harmonize its legislation with EU law, what represent permanent commitment and complex interaction of civil society, state and EU institutions. However, this is very complex process so we have numerous deficiencies in practice that affect the quality adopted legislation and implementation, accompanied by frequent amendments and changes in law. It can be concluded there is need for a scientific and expert discussion about education of future lawyers who will be the future skeleton of our legal system.

In this regard, International University of Novi Pazar, Department of Law, is organizing International Scientific Conference on the topic *Contemporary tendencies in education of future lawyers*.

Main topics of interests:
- Structure of programs on law faculties;
- Learning practical law skills;
- Non-law subjects on law faculties;
- Anglo-saxon and euro-continental way of law education;
- International cooperation in area of law education;
- Cooperation of law faculties with economy, jurisdiction, scientific and research institutions;
- Exchange of curriculums and literature, exchange of teaching staff in purpose of improving knowledge and skills from different scientific fields and exchange of students.

Guidelines for submission:
- Submission may be sent to: d.prava@uninp.edu.rs
- Instructions to authors were sent in the attachment below.
Important Dates:
Abstract Registration Due: 23 October 2015
Notifications to authors: 25 October 2015
Final version due: 30 December 2015

All accepted papers will be published in the journal Legal issues (ISSN 2334-8100).

COSTS OF CONFERENCE

The registration fee for the conference are 60 euros. The registration fee covers the cost of official registration, information and promotional material, certified for participation in the conference, catering services during the conference (dinner of the first day, lunch on the second day) and accommodation (one night's accommodation with breakfast), coffee breaks Conference and unlimited use wellness center.

CONTACT

Contact person: Doc. Dr. Aleksandar R. Ivanović
Dean of the Department of Legal Sciences
Contact phone: + 381/64 13 111 75

E-mail address: d.prava@uninp.edu.rs